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  Abstract

Word count: 244

 

Air-liquid interface (ALI) cell culture of primary airway progenitors enables the differentiation and recapitulation of a
pseudostratified epithelium in vitro, providing a highly useful tool for researching respiratory health and disease. Previous studies
into gene expression in ALI-cultures compared to ex vivo nasal brushings have been limited in the number of time points and/or
the number of genes studied. In this study physiological and global transcriptomic changes were assessed in an extended in vitro
63-day human healthy nasal epithelium ALI-culture period and compared to ex vivo nasal brushing samples. Ex vivo nasal brushing
samples formed distinct transcriptome clusters to in vitro ALI-cultured nasal epithelia, with from day 14 onwards ALI samples best
matching the ex vivo samples. Immune response regulation genes were not expressed in the in vitro ALI-culture compared to the
ex vivo nasal brushing samples, likely because the in vitro cultures lack an airway microbiome, lack airborne particles stimulation,
or did not host an immune cell component. This highlights the need for more advanced co-cultures with immune cell representation
to better reflect the physiological state. During the first week of ALI-culture genes related to metabolism and proliferation were
increased. By the end of week 1 epithelial cell barrier function plateaued and multiciliated cell differentiation started, although
widespread ciliation was not complete until day 28. These results highlight that time-points at which ALI-cultures are harvested
for research studies needs to be carefully considered to suit the purpose of investigation (transcriptomic and/or functional
analysis).

   

  Contribution to the field

Advanced air-liquid interface (ALI)-culture modelling of the airway is a critical component of human airway studies for health,
disease, infection and drug applications. Until now, only a few transcriptomic studies have considered targeted gene expression
during ALI, yet none address the whole transcriptome. Our manuscript provides whole transcriptome and ontology analysis
alongside functional and morphological testing. We used primary nasal epithelial cell ALI-culture, sampling over a two month time
course, against ex vivo brush biopsy samples. Our expertise in high-speed video microscopy of cilia adds unique functional
profiling. This manuscript will inform the airway community about time-dependent changes of airway cultures so that more
dynamic research might be planned rather than simply using standard end-point analysis. We draw attention to which aspects of
purest ALI-culture modelling that do not recapitulate an ex vivo sample. As such, we believe that this is an important manuscript
for the many groups culturing epithelial tissue at ALI, and will be well cited in the literature.
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Abstract 29 

Air-liquid interface (ALI) cell culture of primary airway progenitors enables the differentiation and 30 

recapitulation of a pseudostratified epithelium in vitro, providing a highly useful tool for researching 31 

respiratory health and disease. Previous studies into gene expression in ALI-cultures compared to ex 32 

vivo nasal brushings have been limited in the number of time points and/or the number of genes 33 

studied. In this study physiological and global transcriptomic changes were assessed in an extended 34 
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in vitro 63-day human healthy nasal epithelium ALI-culture period and compared to ex vivo nasal 35 

brushing samples. Ex vivo nasal brushing samples formed distinct transcriptome clusters to in vitro 36 

ALI-cultured nasal epithelia, with from day 14 onwards ALI samples best matching the ex vivo 37 

samples. Immune response regulation genes were not expressed in the in vitro ALI-culture compared 38 

to the ex vivo nasal brushing samples, likely because the in vitro cultures lack an airway microbiome, 39 

lack airborne particles stimulation, or did not host an immune cell component. This highlights the 40 

need for more advanced co-cultures with immune cell representation to better reflect the 41 

physiological state. During the first week of ALI-culture genes related to metabolism and 42 

proliferation were increased. By the end of week 1 epithelial cell barrier function plateaued and 43 

multiciliated cell differentiation started, although widespread ciliation was not complete until day 28. 44 

These results highlight that time-points at which ALI-cultures are harvested for research studies 45 

needs to be carefully considered to suit the purpose of investigation (transcriptomic and/or functional 46 

analysis). 47 

 48 

Introduction 49 

Air-liquid interface (ALI) cell culture of primary airway progenitors enables the differentiation and 50 

recapitulation of a pseudostratified epithelium in vitro, with basal, goblet and ciliated cell populations 51 

interacting in a physiological manner. A major advantage of the ALI-culture platform is the 52 

flexibility to investigate the differences between healthy donors and patients with airway diseases 53 

such as asthma (Thavagnanam et al., 2014), chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) (Lee et 54 

al., 2020), cystic fibrosis (de Courcey et al., 2012; Schögler et al., 2017) and primary ciliary 55 

dyskinesia (PCD) (Walker et al., 2017). This ALI-culture method is used to facilitate PCD diagnostic 56 

testing when secondary cell health issues caused by inflammation and infections confound initial test 57 

results (Coles et al., 2020; Hirst et al., 2014). ALI-cultures are also used as models for testing 58 

therapeutic drug delivery and microbial infection e.g. effect of drugs on ciliary activity (Ong et al., 59 

2016); a transmembrane conductance regulator potentiator in cystic fibrosis (McGarry et al., 2017); 60 

nitric oxide donors and antibiotics on non-typeable Haemophilus influenzae infection of PCD 61 

epithelium (Collins et al., 2017; Walker et al., 2017); virus infection of asthma epithelium (Hackett 62 

et al., 2011); bacterial lipopolysaccharide stimulation in COPD (Comer et al., 2013); airway barrier 63 

function during bacterial infection (Blume et al., 2020); anti-viral responses (Blume et al., 2017); 64 

SARS-CoV-2 virus infection (Blume and Jackson et al., 2021); and the ability to genetically 65 

manipulate these cells in culture for studies of gene function (Chu et al., 2015; Rapiteanu et al., 66 

2020). 67 

 68 

The ALI-culture method involves undifferentiated airway epithelial cells being densely seeded onto a 69 

porous membrane filter insert placed within a culture well. Here, the cells are expanded in submerged 70 

liquid-liquid interface until confluent before removing apical surface liquid thereby exposing the 71 

basal cells to air. The basal cells increase their membrane barrier function and become polarized and 72 

columnar with their nutritional supply provided only from the basolateral compartment. 73 

Differentiation factors in the medium signals airway epithelial cell differentiation and ciliogenesis; 74 

cilia growth is noted microscopically from the end of week 1 and cultures are typically considered 75 

fully differentiated between weeks 3-4. Cilia coverage varies with time but also by the composition 76 

of the differentiation medium, ranging from 5-50% (Coles et al., 2020; Serafini and Michaelson, 77 

1977; Walker et al., 2017). Whilst the in vitro conditions enable a pseudostratified ciliated airway 78 
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epithelium that produces mucin, the in vivo condition and cellular interactions and responses are far 79 

more complex (influenced by factors such as underlying disease, host immune response, airway 80 

microbiome, nutrient availability or environmental factors).  81 

 82 

Previous findings have shown transcriptomic differences not only between donors of ex vivo 83 

brushing samples, but also between ex vivo brushing samples and ALI-cultures, which present a more 84 

stable transcriptional profile at end-points of 2-3 and 6 weeks differentiation (Dvorak et al., 2011; 85 

Ghosh et al., 2020; Pezzulo et al., 2010). Recently, Bukowy-Bieryłło et al. (2022) presented 86 

temporal transcriptional and functional data of 14 targeted cilia genes up to 28 days of ALI-culture 87 

(nasal cells from healthy donors) using Pneumacult medium. Using a different approach, whereby we 88 

give an overview of the whole transcriptome specific to each time-point, we present temporal 89 

expressional transcriptomic changes in healthy nasal epithelial cell ALI-cultures that were 90 

differentiated in Pneumacult medium and maintained for 63 days. We have determined which 91 

biological pathways are significantly regulated over the ALI-culture process and performed 92 

functional analysis to enable us to explain these changes. By comparing the temporal gene expression 93 

changes of in vitro ALI-culture with ex vivo nasal epithelium samples, we determine the in vitro 94 

time-points that best recapitulate the ex vivo situation. This data can provide a basis for future in vitro 95 

study designs that utilize airway ALI-cultures.  96 

 97 

Methods 98 

Nasal epithelia weres harvested from n=14 healthy donors to provide enough material for both 99 

differentiation and transcriptomic analysis.  High-speed video microscopy analysis (HSVMA) and 100 

trans-epithelial electrical resistance (TEER; of membrane barrier function) were carried out on n=3.  101 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) on n=2, and immunofluorescence on n=3.  Transcriptomic 102 

analysis was carried out on n=3 per ex vivo sample and n=3 in vitro ALI-culture time-points.  103 

 104 

Collection and culturing of nasal epithelial cells  105 

Under local and national R&D and ethical approval (Southampton and Southwest Hampshire 106 

Research Ethics Committee A: CHI395 07/Q1702/109) inferior turbinate epithelium was brush 107 

biopsied from each nostril using two 3 mm bronchoscopy cytology brushes (Conmed, USA) (as per 108 

Rubbo et al., 2019). Nasal epithelial cells were cultured and differentiated as described in detail by 109 

Coles et al., 2020. In brief, basal epithelial cells from each donor were expanded using PneumaCult 110 

Ex plus medium (STEMCELL Technologies, Canada) supplemented with hydrocortisone (0.1%) 111 

(STEMCELL Technologies), initially in one well of a 12-well culture plate (Corning Life Sciences, 112 

USA) and then a T-25 cm2 flask (Corning Life Sciences). Finally, 50,000-70,000 basal cells were 113 

seeded per PureCol collagen-coated 0.33 cm2 transwell insert (0.4 µm pore diameter polyester 114 

membrane insert; Corning Life Sciences, USA). When a confluent monolayer was observed (1-3 115 

days), cells were taken to an ALI by removing surface liquid and replacing basolateral medium with 116 

PneumaCult ALI medium (STEMCELL Technologies) supplemented with hydrocortisone (0.5%) 117 

and heparin (0.2%) (STEMCELL Technologies).  118 

 119 
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All plastics were pre-coated with 0.3 mg/mL PureCol collagen (CellSystems, Germany) and cells at 120 

50-70% confluence were passaged with 0.25% Trypsin-EDTA solution (Sigma). After trypsinization 121 

Hanks’ Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) as used to dilute enzymic activity and all centrifugations to 122 

pellet cells were done at 400  g (for 7 minutes at room temperature). All media were exchanged 3 123 

times weekly and contained 1% penicillin (5000 U/mL)/streptomycin (5000 µg/mL) (Fisher 124 

Scientific, Hampton, NH, USA, #15070063) and 0.002% nystatin suspension (10,000 U/mL) 125 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) and cells were cultured at 37°C with 5% CO2 and ~100% relative 126 

humidity.  127 

 128 

ALI-culture physiological testing  129 

The apical surface of the cultures were assessed for motile cilia coverage in situ. To remove mucus 130 

and/or debris prior to imaging, surfaces were washed three times with 100 µL HBSS. ALI-cultures 131 

were visualized using an Olympus IX71 inverted microscope, encased in an environmental chamber 132 

heated to 37°C, with a 20× objective lens. HSVMA videos were captured at every second field of 133 

view across the midline of the transwell insert using a Photron FASTCAM MC2 at 500 frames/sec. 134 

The percentage of motile cilia coverage was estimated by analysing twelve HSVMA.cih videos per 135 

transwell insert with a Fast Fourier Transform algorithm (ImageJ plugin, P. Lackie, Southampton, 136 

UK) (Coles et al., 2020). The same three healthy volunteer donors and transwells were used 137 

longitudinally.    138 

 139 

For immunofluorescent labelling, membranes were washed three times with 100 μL phosphate 140 

buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in-situ with 4% formaldehyde for 20 minutes at room temperature 141 

before being stored at 5°C in PBS. Membranes were excised, washed three times in PBS-0.1% triton 142 

×100, blocked with 100 μL 5% marvel solution in PBS-1% Triton X-100 at room temperature for one 143 

hour and washed again three times in PBS-0.1% triton X-100. Cells were incubated at room 144 

temperature for one hour with primary antibodies anti-α-tubulin (Mouse; Sigma-Aldrich, US; 1:50), 145 

anti-MUC5AC (Rabbit; Sigma-Aldrich, US; 1:25) or anti-E-cadherin (Mouse; Takara, Japan; 1:200) 146 

in PBS-0.1% triton X-100. Membranes were washed three times in PBS-0.1% triton X-100. 147 

AlexaFluor 594 anti-rabbit or AlexaFluor 488 anti-mouse (Life Technologies, US; both1:500) in 148 

PBS-0.1% triton X-100 were added at room temperature for one hour. After washing three times in 149 

PBS-0.1% triton X-100, cells were counterstained for 10 minutes at room temperature with DAPI 150 

(Molecular Probes, Thermo Fisher Scientific, US; 1:500) in PBS-0.1% triton X-100, then washed 151 

three times in PBS. Membranes were mounted between two coverslips using Mowiol (Merck, UK) 152 

and imaged on a Leica SP8 inverted confocal microscope using a 63× glycerol immersion lens. 153 

 154 

One hour before TEER measurements were taken (also refer to Coles et al., 2020), 200 µL 155 

PneumaCult ALI medium was added to the apical side and 600 µL to the basolateral side; and cell 156 

and no cell control wells were incubated at 37°C. Before each measurement the electrodes were 157 

sterilized in 70% ethanol and rinsed in medium. The mean of three resistance readings from each 158 

transwell were corrected for background and normalized to the surface area of the insert (expressed 159 

as Ω.cm2). 160 

 161 
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The primary SEM fixative solution of 3% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer pH 7.2 was 162 

added to the apical and basal compartments of the inserts which were kept at room temperature for 20 163 

minutes before being stored at 5°C. Within 5 weeks from the first fixation, the samples were washed 164 

twice for 10 minutes with buffer (0.1 M cacodylate at pH 7.2), then post fixative (1% osmium 165 

tetroxide in 0.1 M cacodylate buffer at pH 7.2) was added for 1 hour at room temperature. Samples 166 

were washed twice in buffer before undergoing a series of 30, 50, 70 and 95% ethanol dehydration 167 

steps, each for 10 minutes. Absolute ethanol was added twice, each for 20 min. Samples were critical 168 

point dried using Balzers CPD 030 critical point dryer (BAL-TEC, Liechtenstein) then sputter coated 169 

with silver DAG using an E5100 sputter coater (Polaron, UK). Images were captured using a FEI 170 

Quanta 250 scanning electron microscope (FEI, the Netherlands). 171 

 172 

RNA-seq of nasal brushings and ALI-cultures at different time-points obtained from healthy 173 

donors   174 

RNA-seq analysis was undertaken for different in vitro ALI-culture time-points (days 1, 4, 8, 14, 21, 175 

28 and 63; n=3 samples per time-point) and ex vivo nasal epithelial brushing samples (n=3) which 176 

were stored in RNA-later®. Collection and sequencing of RNA was approved by the Health 177 

Research Authority (IRAS 49685) and the University of Southampton Research Ethics Committee 178 

(ERGO 23056). The RNeasy Plus Mini kit (Qiagen, Germany) was used for RNA isolation. The 179 

cytology brushes stored in RNA-later® were transferred into lysis buffer (RLT Plus buffer with 1% 180 

β-mercaptoethanol) and vortexed. Lysis buffer was added to the in vitro samples and the membrane 181 

insert was pipette tip-scraped. All lysates used for the subsequent RNA isolation steps according to 182 

manufactures instructions. RNA quality and concentration was measured using an RNA Nano chip 183 

on the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100. Samples with total RNA RIN score >6.8 were taken forward for 184 

cDNA library preparation and sequencing. cDNA libraries were prepared using Ribo-Zero Magnetic 185 

Kit for rRNA depletion and NEBNext Ultra Directional RNA Library library prep kit. The 186 

sequencing design used was 150 base pair paired-end reads at a sequencing depth of 20 million 187 

(Novogene, UK). Library quality was assessed using a broad range DNA chip on the Agilent 188 

Bioanalyzer 2100. Library concentration was assessed using Qubit and qPCR. Libraries were pooled, 189 

and paired-end 150bp sequencing to a depth of 20M reads per fraction was performed on an Illumina 190 

HiSeq2500 (Novogene), quality control of the RNA-seq data was performed using FastQC 191 

(Andrews, 2010) (v0.11.9), RSeQC junction annotation and junction saturation (Wang et al., 2012) 192 

(v4.0.0), and Picard insert size, RnaSeqMetrics assignment, RnaSeqMetrics strand mapping and gene 193 

coverage (Broad Institute, 2019) (v2.8.3) (codes used can be found in the Supplementary file). 194 

Sequence reads were aligned with STAR basic two-pass mode (Dobin et al., 2013) (v2.7.3a) using 195 

human GRCh build 38 (Schneider et al., 2017) and GENCODE v35 gene annotation (Harrow et al., 196 

2012), and subsequently sorted and indexed with SamTools (Li et al., 2009) (v1.3.2). Gene counts 197 

were obtained with HTSeq (Anders et al., 2015) (v0.11.2) using GENCODE v35 gene annotation and 198 

the union mode. Transcript per million (TPM) values were calculated with a custom in-house script. 199 

MultiQC (Ewels et al., 2016) was used to combine and assess the quality of the individual output 200 

files obtained. 201 

 202 

Transcriptome comparison between ex vivo nasal brushing and in vitro ALI-culture time-203 

points  204 
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The raw gene counts obtained with HTSeq were used as input for EdgeR (Robinson et al., 2010) 205 

(v3.30.3) with R (R Core Team, 2020) (v4.0.2) in RStudio (RStudio Team, 2020) (v1.3.959). 206 

Experimental groups were defined as three samples for each of the eight time-points; the RNA-later® 207 

group and the seven ALI-culture time-points. Genes with low counts were removed with the 208 

‘filterByExpr’ command and the data were normalized with the Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM) 209 

method. Counts per million were calculated and used for principal component analysis (PCA) with 210 

prcomp, part of the stats package (R Core Team, 2020) (v3.6.2), parameters used were scale = 211 

TRUE, and the PCA plot was generated with ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) (v3.3.2). Heatmap analysis 212 

was performed with pheatmap (Kolde, 2019) (v1.0.12) using the ward.D2 clustering method and 213 

euclidean clustering distance measure for the columns. BioLayout (Theocharidis et al., 2009) (v3.4) 214 

was used for gene co-expression analysis using default settings and a correlation value of 0.95. Gene 215 

clusters were visually assessed for gene cluster expression differences between the experimental 216 

groups. Genes within a gene cluster were analyzed with ToppGene (Chen et al., 2009) gene list 217 

enrichment analysis using the default settings to determine the underlying Gene Ontology (GO) 218 

(Ashburner et al., 2000; Gene Ontology Consortium, 2021) biological process terms. Differentially 219 

expressed genes were identified with EdgeR. Two experimental groups were defined as three 220 

samples for the RNA-later® group and 21 samples for all the seven ALI-culture time-points each 221 

consisting of three samples. Differentially expressed genes were identified using an exact test. The 222 

volcano plot was generated with ggplot2 using the thresholds FDR p-value <0.05 and a log fold 223 

change of >|1|. 224 

 225 

Expression analysis of proliferative, deuterosomal and multiciliated gene markers  226 

TPM normalized gene counts were used to assess the expression of previously identified gene 227 

markers for proliferative, deuterosomal and multiciliated cells (Ruiz García et al., 2019) in the nasal 228 

epithelial cells stored in RNA-later® and cultured at ALI. Expression plots were generated with 229 

ggplot2.  230 

 231 

Results  232 

Temporal characterisation of in vitro ALI-cultures during differentiation and ciliogenesis  233 

The differentiation and ciliogenesis of in vitro ALI-cultures were assessed at weekly time-points (7, 234 

14, 21, 29, 35, 49 and 63 days) by HSVMA to estimate cilia coverage and measure ciliary beat 235 

frequency (CBF). End-point immunofluorescence and SEM imaging were performed to confirm 236 

presence of differentiation markers and cilia integrity. HSVMA using post-hoc Fast Fourier 237 

transform analysis confirmed ciliary beating on n=3 healthy donors. Cilia were detected at day 7 238 

(mean cilia coverage = 4%, SD ± 3) and coverage increased weekly (13%, SD ± 8 and 27%, SD ± 16 239 

on day 14 and 21, respectively) until reaching a plateau on day 29 (38%, SD ± 9). Cilia development 240 

remained stable on day 35 (38%, SD ± 5) with tight error bars so coverage was then assessed with 241 

two weekly measurements until day 63. At day 63, one culture was unmeasurable due to excess 242 

mucus. CBF was measured in situ at 37°C with minimal differences detected between timepoints 243 

(mean CBF remained between 7.1 and 9.4 Hz (Figure 1A & B). Cilia production and cell 244 

differentiation were further characterized by immunofluorescent labelling. Staining started at day 14 245 

because few cilia were detectable by HSVMA on day 7. Incremental cilia coverage and mucin 246 

production were demonstrated by increasing expression of cilia specific tubulin and intracellular 247 
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MUC5AC labelling between days 14 and 28 (n=3). Orthogonal views show the cellular positions of 248 

tubulin (apical surface) and MUC5AC (intracellular) (Figure 1C). As ciliation, determined by 249 

HSVMA, remained stable from week 4 onwards, day 28 was selected for SEM and confirmed 250 

widespread ciliation (n=2) (Figure 1F). Secondary only antibody controls showed no non-specific 251 

binding (data not shown).  252 

 253 

To assess the ALI-culture membrane barrier function over time, TEER was measured at days 1-2, 5-254 

8, 14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56 and 63 (n=3). A maximum mean TEER value of 1030 (SD ± 249) .cm2 255 

was observed on day 2. By day 5 mean TEER was markedly decreased (655 (SD ± 319) .cm2) and 256 

gradually declined until day 8 (446 (SD ± 117) .cm2) and then remained relatively constant until 257 

day 63 (274 (SD ± 100) .cm2) (Figure 1D). Consistent with the formation of a polarized epithelial 258 

barrier, a maximum projection confocal image showed total E-cadherin labelling at day 28 (when 259 

TEER had plateaued), verifying tight junction formation (Figure 1E). 260 

 261 

Comparisons of transcriptomes of ex vivo nasal brushing samples and in vitro ALI-cultures, 262 

and of in vitro ALI-culture at seven time-points  263 

Transcriptomes consisting of 20,182 genes, of ex vivo nasal brushings stored in RNA-later® (further 264 

referred to as ex vivo samples) and in vitro ALI-cultures harvested at seven time-points (day 1, 4, 8, 265 

14, 21, 28 and 63), were compared by PCA analysis. The ex vivo samples formed a distinct 266 

transcriptome cluster, separate from any of the ALI-culture time-points. Furthermore, transcriptomic 267 

changes during ALI-culture cell differentiation and ciliogenesis resulted in further separate gene 268 

expression clusters at different time-points. Day 1 ALI-cultures, which contain unpolarized and 269 

undifferentiated basal epithelial cells, formed a separate transcriptome cluster to any of the later ALI-270 

culture time-points. Day 4 and day 8 ALI-culture clusters were transcriptionally most similar to each 271 

other, while the transcriptome differences between timepoints from day 14 onwards appear less 272 

prominent (Figure 2A).  273 

 274 

Identification of gene cluster expression at different ALI-culture time-points indicate changing 275 

biological processes 276 

Heatmap analysis of the aforementioned transcriptomes confirmed a similar sample clustering to the 277 

PCA analysis as can be seen in the time-point dendrogram (Figure 2B). The PCA plot demonstrated 278 

transcriptomes from each sub-grouping e.g., the n=3 ex vivo donors and the seven in vitro ALI-279 

culture time-points (n=3 samples per time-point), and these appeared to have low inter-donor 280 

variability.  We measured the Biological Coefficient of Variation (BCV) between samples within 281 

each sub-grouping in edgeR and found the BCV ranged between 19-31%.  A BCV between 20-40% 282 

is considered acceptably low variability to enable detection of differentially expressed genes. 283 

Undifferentiated basal cells on day 1 of ALI-culture formed a separate cluster unlike the ex vivo 284 

samples or the in vitro ALI-culture day 4 to day 63 time-points (during differentiation and 285 

ciliogenesis). ALI-culture days 4 and 8 (early basal epithelial cell polarisation and differentiation) 286 

formed an overlapping cluster. ALI-culture day 14 clustered with day 21 (differentiation and 287 

ciliogenesis peak), and days 28 and 63 forming another overarching cluster. Furthermore, the time-288 
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point dendrogram revealed that the ex vivo samples were most similar to the in vitro nasal epithelial 289 

cell ALI-cultures from days 14 onwards but closest to the overarching cluster representing days 28 290 

and 63. Heatmap and gene co-expression analysis identified that genes with different biological 291 

pathways (gene clusters) were differentially expressed at different time-points (Table 1). The gene 292 

cluster specific to the ex vivo samples  were associated with the ‘regulation of immune system 293 

process’ (Figure 2B), ‘negative regulation of viral genome replication’ and ‘cell-cell signalling’ 294 

(Figures 3A). The mean TPM of the genes within the ‘regulation of immune system process’ cluster 295 

was 30 in the ex vivo samples, while in the in vitro ALI-culture time-points the mean TPM fluctuated 296 

from 3 to 7. The ten top upregulated genes in the ex vivo samples, compared against all the seven in 297 

vitro ALI-culture time-points, are LCP1, C1QC, PTPRC, DMBT1, FGL2, MS4A6A, C1QA, MPEG1, 298 

C1QB and SPN (Figure 2C). On day 1 of ALI-culture, gene clusters were associated with ‘ncRNA 299 

metabolic process’ (Figure 2B), ‘organic acid metabolic process’, ‘protein-containing complex 300 

disassembly’, ‘translational termination’, and ‘ribonucleoprotein complex biogenesis’ (Figure 3B). 301 

The expression of these gene clusters peaked on ALI-culture day 1 before decreasing throughout the 302 

subsequent ALI-culture time-points and being less expressed in the ex vivo samples (Figure 3B). On 303 

day 4 of ALI-culture, gene clusters were associated with ‘chromosome organization’ (Figure 2B), 304 

‘DNA replication’, ‘SRP-dependent co-translational protein targeting to membrane’ and ‘oxidative 305 

phosphorylation’ which after peaking on day 4 became cyclic in expression (Figure 3C). On day 8 306 

there was a peak in expression of ‘multi-ciliated epithelial cell differentiation’ (Figure 3D). The gene 307 

cluster associated with ALI-culture days 14 and 21 was ‘positive regulation of RNA metabolic 308 

process’ (Figure 2B). The gene cluster ‘cilium organization’ was associated with ALI-culture days 309 

28 and 63 (Figure 2B).  Genes associated with ‘microtubule-based movement’ and ‘ciliary transition 310 

zone assembly’ started to be expressed between day 4 and day 8 of culture, and this increased over 311 

the subsequent ALI-culture time-points (Figure 3D).  312 

 313 

Expression of gene markers indicated cell type changes at different ALI-culture time-points 314 

Gene markers for proliferative, deuterosomal, and multiciliated cells previously identified by single-315 

cell RNA-seq of nasal epithelial cultures (Ruiz García et al., 2019) were used to assess specific cell 316 

type changes throughout the ALI culturing process (Figure 4). Some of these cell type specific gene 317 

markers overlapped with the gene clusters identified with gene co-expression analysis. The 318 

proliferative gene markers BIRC5, CEP55 and MKI67 are included in the ‘chromosome organization’ 319 

cluster, for the deuterosomal gene markers CDC20B, CEP78 and PLK4 with the ‘multi-ciliated 320 

epithelial cell differentiation’ cluster, and for the multiciliated gene makers AKAP14 and SPEF2 with 321 

the ‘microtubule-based movement’ cluster. DNAH5 (multiciliated marker) was not included in the 322 

gene clusters identified. Prior to the expression of deuterosomal or multiciliated cell markers, 323 

proliferative cell markers have increased expression (maximal on ALI-culture day 4), which 324 

subsequently declines throughout the remainder of the ALI culturing process (Figure 4A). The 325 

expression of the majority of deuterosomal cell makers appeared on ALI-culture day 4 and peaked on 326 

day 14 followed by a progressive decline in expression over the remainder of the culture period 327 

(Figure 4B). Finally, the expression of multiciliated cell markers increased, from day 8, reaching 328 

peak expression around day 14 to day 21 of culture, followed by a relatively stable expression 329 

(Figure 4C). 330 

 331 

Discussion 332 
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ALI-culture of nasal epithelial cells enables the differentiation and recapitulation of a 333 

pseudostratified epithelium in vitro, and can be used to investigate respiratory disease pathogenesis 334 

and evaluate therapeutics. In this study, we captured the physiological and global transcriptomic 335 

changes, occurring over an extended 63-day ALI-culture period using healthy human nasal epithelial 336 

cells, to determine the in vitro time-points that best recapitulates the ex vivo healthy human nasal 337 

brushing cell transcriptome. Whilst it was likely possible to study the ALI-cultures for a longer time 338 

period, we chose to sacrifice our ALI-cultures by a maximum cut-off of 2 months to ensure sample 339 

health, ciliation and integrity.  It was not the purpose of this study to observe when the cell cultures 340 

were likely to deteriorate. As a minimum (as per examples: Blume and Jackson et al. 2021 and 341 

Bukowy-Bieryłło et al. 2022), three biological samples were used per sub-group for comparative 342 

gene expression analysis; the minimum sample size for downstream expression analysis (Conesa et 343 

al., 2016; Schurch et al., 2016). Low inter-donor BCV was calculated, also refer to the PCA plot in 344 

Figure 2A, suggesting homogeneity between individual donors within sub-groupings; in support of 345 

using three samples per sub-grouping. Physiological and transcriptomic results indicated that during 346 

the first week of ALI-culture the cells had an increased metabolism and proliferation.  From the 347 

second week onwards, the cells became increasingly more differentiated as ciliogenesis became 348 

widespread. Comparing the transcriptome profiles of the different in vitro ALI-culture time-points 349 

against the ex vivo healthy human nasal brushing cell transcriptome revealed transcriptome similarity 350 

from the ALI-culture time-point day 14 onwards. 351 

 352 

Prior to this study, others have shown transcriptomic differences between human lower airway 353 

epithelial cells cultured at ALI and ex vivo bronchoscopy brushing samples (Dvorak et al., 2011); 354 

between human nasal epithelial cells at ALI and ex vivo nasal brushing samples obtained from former 355 

smokers with COPD (Ghosh et al., 2020); and between human tracheal and bronchial epithelial cells 356 

cultured at ALI and ex vivo tracheal and bronchial brushing samples (Pezzulo et al., 2010). Recently, 357 

Bukowy-Bieryłło et al. (2022), characterized primary human nasal epithelial cell differentiation 358 

dynamics and inter-donor variability by assessing the expression of fourteen airway epithelium genes 359 

(associated with airway epithelium differentiation, specific airway epithelium cell types, and PCD 360 

pathogenesis). These authors concluded that the expression of a subset of cilia-related genes is related 361 

to the culture time-point, and that inter-individual gene and protein expression changes observed 362 

during differentiating airway epithelium cells might reflect the influence of external factors. Despite 363 

our two studies using different approaches for functional genomic analysis, we can draw similarities 364 

in our culture methods enabling some useful cross-comparisons. Therefore, we consider our study as 365 

an extension of the study presented by Bukowy-Bieryłło et al. (2022), giving additional insights into 366 

the temporal physiological and whole transcriptomic changes of nasal epithelial cell development and 367 

ciliogenesis cultured over an extended ALI-culture period and compared against ex vivo brushed 368 

cells.  369 

 370 

Transcriptomic analysis of ex vivo samples and in vitro ALI-cultured nasal epithelial cells confirmed 371 

previous reports that ex vivo samples formed a distinct transcriptome cluster compared to any of the 372 

ALI-culture time-points (Dvorak et al., 2011; Ghosh et al., 2020; Pezzulo et al., 2010). The gene 373 

expression profile of in vivo airway epithelium is therefore not fully represented by cells cultured in 374 

vitro. As mentioned previously, the transcriptome of the ex vivo samples most resembled the 375 
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transcriptomes of in vitro samples from day 14 onwards, yet a major difference was lack of immune 376 

response regulation genes in vitro, also seen by others (Dvorak et al., 2011; Pezzulo et al., 2010). 377 

 378 

Perhaps as expected, the early in vitro ALI-cultures (day 1 to 4) were unpolarized, as shown by 379 

TEER (Figure 1D) and microscopically had a ‘flat’ cell appearance (not shown). They also 380 

demonstrated a distinct gene cluster compared to later ALI-culture time-points. Heatmap analysis of 381 

transcriptomes revealed two major clusters, one associated with the first ALI-culture week (days 1, 4 382 

and 8) and the other associated with the subsequent ALI-culture weeks (days 14, 21, 28, 63), 383 

indicating a large transcriptome dissimilarity over time. The first major cluster contained three sub-384 

clusters corresponding individually to ALI-culture days 1, 4 and 8. GO analysis showed that the most 385 

significant gene sub-cluster seen at day 1 consisted of upregulated genes involved with organic acid- 386 

and ncRNA metabolic processes which subsequently declined throughout the rest of the ALI 387 

culturing process, likely explained by the transfer of cells from the expansion (Pneumacult Ex-Plus) 388 

medium to the ALI-culture (Pneumacult ALI medium) which contained different metabolic 389 

components. Chromosome organization genes were upregulated and peaked at day 4, which would 390 

be consistent with DNA replication to initiate ciliogenesis and further cell differentiation. The TEER 391 

peak reached at the end of week 1 (Figure 1D) suggested active cell division, which was supported 392 

by peak expression of the cell proliferation specific gene markers BIRC5, CEP55, and MK167 393 

(Figure 4A) (Ruiz García et al., 2019). Interestingly, Bukowy-Bieryłło et al. (2022) found the 394 

expression of MKI67 to decrease during ALI-culture the first weeks of ALI, while stabilizing at day 395 

21 at 5-10 lower level compared to the start of ALI. While in our study MKI67, together with BIRC5 396 

and CEP55, expression markedly increases from ALI day 1 to day 4, followed by a gradual decrease 397 

to day 28 and subsequently an apparently stable expression level comparable to day 1 and the ex vivo  398 

samples. Similarly, Dvorak et al. (2011) and Pezzulo et al. (2010) found that, compared to ex vivo 399 

brushing samples, expression of genes related to proliferation to be increased in respiratory epithelial 400 

cells during the first few weeks of ALI. We found an increase in expression of deuterosomal cell 401 

gene makers (CDC20B, CEP78, PLK4) (Ruiz García et al., 2019) from ALI-culture day 4 onwards 402 

peaking at day 14 (Figure 4). The final differentiation into multiciliated cells is initiated by GEMC1 403 

and MCIDAS (geminin family genes), that activate transcription factors p73 and FOXJ1 instigating 404 

deuterosome manufacture from parental centrioles. These structures then act as platforms for 405 

centriole amplification, scaled to the cell surface area, before they are translocated and docked at the 406 

apical cell membrane to initiate basal body formation. There is also a contention that centrioles can 407 

be formed de novo from pericentriolar material and fibrogranular material near the nuclear membrane 408 

(Rayamajhi and Roy, 2020). Multi-ciliated epithelial cell differentiation genes were expressed at their 409 

highest at day 8 (Figure 3) and specific multiciliated gene markers (Revinski et al., 2018; Ruiz 410 

García et al., 2019) were highly upregulated from day 8 onwards and peaked between day 14 and day 411 

28 (Figure 4C). Accordingly, genes involved with ciliary transition zone assembly, microtubule-412 

based movement and cilium organization started to be expressed between day 4 and day 8 of ALI-413 

culture and interestingly did not peak, plateau or decline, but increased up to our latest time-point of 414 

day 63 (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Previously, Pezzulo et al. (2010) reported that expression of genes 415 

associated with cilia structure and function were upregulated in ex vivo brushing samples compared 416 

to ALI-cultures harvested at 2 weeks. However, in our study cilia-related gene clusters and 417 

multiciliated cell gene markers were at comparable expression levels between ALI-culture day 14. 418 

Both the Pezzulo et al. (2010) and this study compared like-for-like. Pezzulo et al. (2010) compared 419 

brushing- and ALI-culture samples derived from tracheal and bronchial cells against each other, and 420 

in this study brushing- and ALI-culture samples derived from nasal epithelial cells were compared 421 
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against each other. Hence why the ex vivo and in vivo differences in cilia structure and function 422 

related gene expression might be due to differences in experimental set-up.  423 

 424 

Cilia were microscopically observed by day 7 in ALI-culture using HSVMA and cilia coverage 425 

increased from 3% (day 7) to 38% (day 29) (Figure 1A & B). So, the early increases in gene 426 

expression around ALI day 1 to day 8 are likely related to the cells in the ALI-culture actively 427 

differentiating at each time-point, and ciliation itself happens rapidly between day 4 and day 8 when 428 

cilia related genes are being expressed. Furthermore, by weekly in situ measurements at 37°C we 429 

determined that mean CBF remained between 7.1 to 9.4 Hz from day 7 to day 63 (Figure 1B). 430 

Despite weekly washing of the apical ALI-culture surface, mucus build-up in situ contributed to a 431 

slight reduction in CBF compared to that measured after culture scraping and extra washing in Coles 432 

et al. (2020). One ALI-culture was immeasurable at day 63 due to mucus build-up suggesting mucus 433 

can be a problem and an apical surface washing regime might be necessary. Thus, for a better 434 

assessment of CBF, we would advise harvesting the cells by scraping as described (Coles et al., 435 

2020).  436 

 437 

The second major gene cluster contained three sub-clusters belonging to the transcriptomes of the ex 438 

vivo samples, the in vitro ALI-cultures from days 14 and 21, the in vitro ALI-cultures from days 28 439 

and 63. Genes related to positive regulation of RNA metabolic processes slowly increased in ALI-440 

culture to day 14/21 and expression appears to decline for the remainder of the ALI-culture. As 441 

mentioned earlier genes involved with ciliary transition zone assembly, micro-tubule-based 442 

movement and cilium organisation were associated with the latest ALI-culture time-points, while 443 

expression started between day 4 and day 8. At day 28 the ALI-cultured epithelial cells were deemed 444 

fully differentiated, with presence of the tight junction marker E-cadherin (immunofluorescent 445 

labelling), a polarized epithelial barrier, widespread dense ciliation (seen by SEM and α-tubulin 446 

immunofluorescence-labelling) estimated to 38% coverage, goblet cells (MUC5AC intracellular 447 

expression increased from day 14 to day 28) and mucus production (observed during culture surface 448 

washes) (Figure 1).  449 

 450 

In conclusion, although ex vivo nasal brushing samples formed distinct transcriptome clusters to in 451 

vitro ALI-cultured nasal epithelia, day 14 was the earliest time-point that best matched the ex vivo 452 

samples. However, immune response regulation genes were deficient in the in vitro ALI-culture 453 

samples compared to the ex vivo nasal brushing samples, likely because the in vitro cultures lack an 454 

airway microbiome, lack stimulation by airborne particles, and/or did not host an immune cell 455 

component. This highlights the need for more advanced co-cultures with immune cell representation 456 

to better reflect the physiological state. Epithelial cell barrier function plateaus from the end of week 457 

1 and ciliation can occur within 7 days of in vitro ALI-culture, although widespread ciliation is not 458 

complete until day 28, therefore harvesting time-points need to be considered to suit the purpose of 459 

investigation (transcriptomic and/or functional analysis).  460 
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 492 

Table 1: Gene clusters identified by heatmap and gene co-expression analysis. ToppGene 493 

enrichment determined the underlying Gene Ontology (GO) biological processes across ex vivo nasal 494 

brushing samples (n = 3 healthy donors in RNA-later®) and in vitro ALI-cultures harvested a time-495 

points during differentiation and ciliogenesis for 63 days (n = 3 healthy donors per time-point). Both 496 

analyses depict the same, with immune regulation related gene clusters associated with the ex vivo 497 

nasal epithelial cells in RNA-later®, metabolic processes with ALI day 1, chromosome organization 498 
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with ALI day 4, differentiation of the nasal epithelial cells into multi-ciliated cells at ALI day 8, and 499 

primarily other cilia related gene clusters from ALI day 14 onwards. 500 

Sample group Heatmap analysis Gene co-expression analysis 

GO biological 

process 

FDR GO biological 

process 

FDR 

Ex vivo (RNA-

later®) 

Regulation of 

immune system 

process 

9.98×10-41 Regulation of 

immune system 

process 

1.59×10-63 

Negative regulation 

of viral genome 

replication 

9.61×10-03 

Cell-cell signalling 2.52×10-03 

ALI (day 1) ncRNA metabolic 

process 

9.96×10-26 Organic acid 

metabolic process 

7.96×10-12 

Translational 

termination 

4.62×10-05 

Protein-containing 

complex disassembly 

2.60×10-04 

Ribonucleoprotein 

complex biogenesis 

1.09×10-04 

ALI (day 4) Chromosome 

organization 

1.29×10-57 Chromosome 

organization 

1.45×10-74 

DNA replication 2.52×10-38 

SRP-dependent 

cotranslational 

protein targeting to 

membrane 

3.28×10-29 

Oxidative 

phosphorylation 

2.47×10-09 
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ALI (day 8) Multi-ciliated 

epithelial cell 

differentiation 

1.28×10-04 

ALI (day 14) Positive regulation of 

RNA metabolic 

process 

1.86×10-11 Microtubule-based 

movement  

Ciliary transition 

zone assembly 

1.31×10-

105 

2.74×10-09 ALI (day 21) 

ALI (day 28) Cilium organization 1.04×10-68 

ALI (day 63) 

 501 

Figure 1: Physiological characterization of in vitro ALI-cultures. A) “Colour map” outputs of 502 

ciliary movement detected by in situ high-speed video microscopy at 37°C. Colour scale represents 503 

increasing ciliary beat frequency (CBF) from 0 (black) to 25 Hz (white), where black also represents 504 

CBF measurements outside of the detection threshold (below 2 Hz or above 50 Hz). B) Cilia were 505 

detected at day 7 with a weekly increase in percentage cilia coverage up to day 29 (plateau). Mean 506 

CBF (n=3) was measured in situ at 37°C. C) Immunofluorescence staining of a-tubulin (cilia; 507 

Alexafluor488 secondary antibody, green), MUC5AC (goblet cells; Alexafluor594 secondary 508 

antibody, red) and DAPI (blue) (representative images from n=3). Orthogonal views show cellular 509 

position of a-tubulin and increasing cytoplasmic MUC5AC expression and epithelium height from 510 

day 7 to day 28. D) Membrane barrier function was assessed by transepithelial electrical resistance 511 

(TEER) measurements with stability observed from day 28. Mean ± SD from n=3. E) Maximum 512 

projection shows total E-cadherin (cell-cell adhesion molecule; Alexafluor488 secondary antibody, 513 

red) and DAPI (blue) expression at day 28 (representative image from n=3). F) Scanning electron 514 

microscopy (representative of n=2) supports widespread ciliation at day 28. White scale bar = 50 µm. 515 

Black scale bar = 10 µm. 516 

 517 

Figure 2: Transcriptome analysis of ex vivo nasal epithelial cells and in vitro ALI-cultures 518 

harvested at different time-points during differentiation and ciliogenesis. Ex vivo nasal brushing 519 

transcriptomes (RNA-later®) were compared to in vitro ALI-culture transcriptomes harvested at days 520 

1, 4, 8, 14, 21, 28 and 63. A) Principal component analysis (PCA) revealed that the RNA-later® 521 

transcriptomes form a distinct separate cluster compared to the ALI-culture time-point 522 

transcriptomes. The ALI-culture day 1 transcriptome clusters separately to the other ALI-culture 523 

time-points. ALI-culture days 4 and 8 display a higher transcriptome similarity to each other 524 

compared to the other ALI-culture time-points, and the transcriptomes from day 14 onwards increase 525 

in similarity. Furthermore, the RNA-later® transcriptomes appear to be most similar to ALI-cultures 526 

from day 14 onwards. B) While heatmap analysis depicts similar transcriptome clustering as PCA 527 

further clustering was detected with ALI-culture days 14 and 21, and days 28 and 63, clustering 528 

together. Five major gene clusters with higher to lower expression are shown segmented from top to 529 

bottom: i) 3,023 genes, ii) 6,040 genes, iii) 2,626 genes, iv) 3,832 genes and v) 4,661 genes. The 530 

most statistically significant Gene Ontology biological process terms for each of the major gene 531 

cluster were: i) ‘chromosome organization’ (FDR p-value 1.29×10-57), ii) ‘ncRNA metabolic process’ 532 
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(FDR p-value 9.96×10-26), iii) ‘regulation of immune system process’ (FDR p-value 9.98×10-41), iv) 533 

‘positive regulation of RNA metabolic process’ (FDR p-value 1.86×10-11) and v) ‘cilium 534 

organization’ (FDR p-value 1.04×10-68). C) Volcano plot showing the ten most significantly 535 

upregulated genes in the ex vivo nasal brushing samples compared against all the seven in vitro ALI-536 

culture time-points. Thresholds are FDR p-value <0.05 and a log fold change of >|1|. Three healthy 537 

donors were used for each time-point. 538 

 539 

Figure 3: Temporal changes of distinct gene clusters associated with a wide range of biological 540 

processes. Gene co-expression identified temporal changes of several distinct gene clusters. A) Gene 541 

clusters associated with the ‘regulation of immune process response’ (FDR p-value 1.59×10-63), ‘cell-542 

cell signalling’ (FDR p-value 2.52×10-03) and negative regulation of viral genome replication’ (FDR 543 

p-value 9.61×10-03) being substantially higher in the ex vivo nasal epithelial cells stored in RNA-544 

later®. While several gene clusters associated with ‘organic acid metabolic processes’ (FDR p-value 545 

17.96×10-12), ‘translational termination’ (FDR p-value 4.62×10-05) and ‘protein-containing complex 546 

disassembly’ (FDR p-value 2.60×10-04) were more prominently expressed at in vitro ALI-culture day 547 

1, with the expression declining in the subsequent ALI-culture time-points. Gene clusters associated 548 

with ‘DNA replication’ (FDR p-value 2.52×10-38), ‘SRP-dependent cotranslational protein targeting 549 

to membrane’ (FDR p-value 3.28×10-29) and ‘oxidative phosphorylation’ (FDR p-value 2.47×10-09) 550 

were highly expressed at ALI-culture day 4, and appeared to become cyclic over the subsequent ALI-551 

culture time-points. Finally, a gene cluster involved ‘multi-ciliated epithelial cell differentiation’ 552 

(FDR p-value 1.28×10-04) was highly expressed at ALI-culture day 8, and other gene clusters 553 

involved with ciliogenesis being ‘ciliary transition zone assembly’ (FDR p-value 2.74×10-09) and 554 

‘microtubule-based movement’ (FDR p-value 1.31×10-105) were being substantially expressed from 555 

ALI-culture day 8 onwards. Three healthy donors were used for each time-point. 556 

 557 

Figure 4: Gene marker expression changes indicated specific cell type changes at different ALI-558 

culture time-points. Gene markers, which were previously identified (Ruiz García et al., 2019), 559 

belonging to proliferative, deuterosomal and multiciliated cells were assessed in the ex vivo nasal 560 

brushing cells stored in RNA-later® samples and the in vitro nasal epithelial cells cultured at ALI. 561 

Peak abundance of the gene markers (BIRC5, CEP55 and MKI67) associated with proliferative cells 562 

occurs at day 4 of the ALI-culture. Abundance of the gene markers (CDC20B, CEP78 and PLK4) 563 

associated with deuterosomal cells starts at ALI day 4 and peaks around day 14, while the gene 564 

marker (AKAP14, DNAH5 and SPEF2) transcripts of multiciliated cells appear from ALI day 8 565 

onwards and peaking around day 14 and day 21. Proliferative and deuterosomal gene marker 566 

transcripts are more abundant in the ALI-cultures compared to the RNA-later® samples, while the 567 

abundance of multiciliated gene marker transcripts between the ALI-cultures and the RNA-later® 568 

samples are at similar levels around ALI day 14 and day 21. Three healthy donors were used for each 569 

time-point. 570 

 571 
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